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Abstract: A significant amount of digital cultural contents is shared online, but learners do not know
where subject matter content is or how to find it. Therefore, there is a need for a service to improve
educational quality by effectively providing relevant information in response to searches for content
that is useful to learners. This study developed and tested the usability and utility of an intelligent
information system that effectively searches and visualizes digital cultural contents. The system
collects data on digital cultural contents, automatically classifies them, and creates content triple
data to automatically display the results with a 3D timeline, knowledge network map, and keyword
relation network map through content search, triple search, and keyword search. We also conducted
a survey and in-depth interviews to verify users’ satisfaction with respect to the use and utility of
the system. For the experiment, we developed survey questions to measure user satisfaction and
conducted in-depth interviews regarding the system’s utility with a total of 65 subjects. The results
show that the response for satisfaction with regard to the use and utility was generally “satisfied”. In
addition, the system stability was evaluated as “high”.

Keywords: knowledge graph; traditional culture; ontology; classification; relation extraction;
education; artificial intelligence

1. Introduction

With the recent development of online education, humans interact with others through
various media to learn and interact. In particular, digital cultural content for cultural
education is desperately needed to help people learn about their ethnicity or race. Culture
encompasses the general way in which people of a country, race, or mankind, lived in the
past, along with ideas, costumes, languages, religions, rituals, laws, morals, regulations,
values, etc. [1].

However, despite the development of information technology, systems or visual
services that provide systematic classification and search functions for cultural resources
have not yet been developed [2]. Search services are used to search for information on
certain content. These search services basically receive search keywords from users and
provide highly relevant information. However, existing search services simply provide one-
dimensional and fragmentary information related to the search keywords. For example,
if we search “Joseon”, the current search service simply provides all the information that
includes “Joseon” in the sentence. If we want to see the relationship between “Joseon” and
“Gyeongbokgung Palace”, we need to search for “Joseon” and “Gyeongbokgung Palace”
separately and combine simple information from the two sets of results. Thus, it takes a
considerable amount of time to deduce the relationship between search keywords because
of the difficulty involved in the search.

This study developed an intelligent information system for digital cultural contents
and verified its usability to improve the quality of education. Through this system, a
3D timeline can be automatically generated by establishing a digital cultural content
classification system, for which a systematic classification and search function can be
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provided. In addition, by visualizing search keywords, learners can grasp the relationship
between history and culture and broaden social and cultural knowledge. We developed
an automatically generated triple model to visualize the relationship between data and
provide a knowledge network map search to grasp complex relationships more easily
and quickly. Through this, we dramatically shortened the analysis time by visualizing
the relationships between search keywords and data and enabling users to grasp the
information easily. We also conducted an expert advisory evaluation to verify the usability.
In addition, we drew evaluation criteria and factors so that the feasibility assessment could
be considered in terms of users, experts, and system developers.

2. Related Work
2.1. The Concept of a Chronological Table

A chronological table arranges historical facts and ideas over time. The time of
occurrence, consecutive times, or relationships between events can be marked on this
table [3]. The simplest and best way to understand history is to compare the associations
between events by using a chronological table as a visual tool. However, the tables are
static in books and certain web pages, and space limitations often make it difficult to
visualize the information. Existing historical tables are divided into text formats that list
text horizontally or vertically in the order of the historical events and image formats that
visualize and represent the relationship between the events. The text format can record
considerable content in chronological order, but its simple structure makes it difficult to
represent the context between events. The image format can represent the relationship
between events, but there is a space limitation. As such, both the text and image formats of
the current chronological table represent the events in one axis and time on the other axis
in a limited 2D space [4].

2.2. Semantic Web

The Semantic Web is a framework technology that represents the meaning of the rela-
tionship between resources (web documents, services, various files, etc.) in an ontological
format so that a computer can process it. In other words, it is an extended new web that
defines the meaning of information on the web in a format that a computer can understand
so that information on the web can be automatically processed without direct human
intervention. The ultimate purpose of the Semantic Web is to develop technology and
standards that help computers quickly understand the information on the web to support
semantic search or data integration [5].

Meanwhile, as the Internet becomes more common and digital content increases, a
semantic search method is needed to draw on users’ more sophisticated and unexpressed
search intentions, more than the simple keyword-oriented search method. In contrast
to existing search methods that match keywords in texts or documents, the principal of
semantic search is the object search method. Search results using semantic algorithms
provide more advanced information that includes the concept, relations, properties, and
instances of the object, not just simple URLs [6]. Therefore, semantic search is useful
when users want to search one or more relevant concepts that the keywords mean in a
document [7]. Also, a semantic search algorithm can provide a more sophisticated search if
meta-data connected to keywords or documents is properly assigned. To support these
functions on the Semantic Web, the relationship between ontology and knowledge or
concepts for knowledge representation should be built in the web document and inference
rules should be included [8].
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2.3. Resource Description Framework Triple

Unlike in the existing World Wide Web, the meaning of information resources is
defined and their semantic connections are supported in the Semantic Web. The emergence
of the Semantic Web, which is a next-generation intelligent web that can be understood
even by machines, has led to the emergence of resource description framework (RDF)
data, a new kind of structured data [9]. RDF is a language that describes information
or properties of a resource through a graph structure that a computer can understand.
Resource here means any object or concept to which uniform resource identifiers (URIs)
can be granted. In other words, resources refer to web pages, documents, databases, or
various identifiable objects. Everything that exists in the world, everything that humans
have created, and everything that can be conceptually thought can be resources. The
description characterizes resources in detail and the framework can be understood as a
way of representation.

Basically, the RDF is represented in the triple structure of subject, predicate, and
object. The object can also have a literal, which refers to the literal itself, to which a URI
cannot be granted. Subject refers to the data to be represented, and the predicate describes
the subject or the relation between subject and object. Object refers to the contents or
value of the predicate. The subject-predicate-object triple is defined as the RDF triple
and is the minimum unit that represents information in the RDF data model. When
modeling knowledge on a certain domain, even complex knowledge should be represented
in multiple RDF triples. In addition, each item of content can be described through
the URI [10].

RDF represents information by describing the triple consecutively. It can also describe
actual data and represent the types of terms used in the data and their relations. Recently,
various studies have been performed on the representation of results of SPARQL inquiries
on the web using the Daum Map API and Highcharts API, a study that proposes an inter-
face to build the Record In Context concept model and ontology search [11], a study on
user-centered search systems with RDF representation [12], and a study on automatic build-
ing of ontologies using topic modeling that automatically extracts the relations between
documents and topic keywords and relations between documents [13].

This paper analyzes each sentence without extracting the relation at the global-level
to automatically generate contents triple data, and then attempts to extract the relation
at the global-level by collecting and analyzing fragmentary relations extracted within the
sentence at once. The global-level relationship extraction was attempted only in a limited
area by using temporal notation in the text [14], or attempted to overcome the limitation
through detailed training data, but did not show good performance [15]. However, this
paper applied a new method by using an external memory model that infers global
relations in parallel with the relation extractor model that processes sentences. The external
memory uses a memory-enhanced neural network to extract global relations. Relationships
extracted from sentence units were separately stored in external memory as samples, and
the relationships were analyzed and combined through training to extract relationships at
the global level.

3. Intelligent Information System

This system consists of models that collect digital cultural contents, classify and save
the collected digital cultural contents, and automatically create and save the contents’ triple
data. Users can perform digital cultural content searches, triple searches, and keyword
searches based on saved digital cultural contents. Search results are automatically created
with a 3D timeline, knowledge network map, and keyword relation network map to
provide the results. Figure 1 shows the overall structure of the system.
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Figure 1. Structure of Intelligent Information System.

This system collects structured and unstructured data through each digital culture site
and saves collected content in the digital cultural content data warehouse so that it can be
mapped. After that, it extracts the time data from the features of digital cultural contents,
creates a basic digital chronological table based on the extracted time data, and performs
digital chronological table and content mapping according to the time data and analysis of
the content network. Then, it visualizes a digital chronological table and maps content in
3D and displays them.

Timelines that represent era and other time periods are placed on the Y axis and
categories are placed on the X axis in the digital chronological table visualized in 3D. The
content corresponding to each category is placed on the Y axis so that they are mapped in
the timeline. The data warehouse (DW) structures the unstructured content of the digital
culture-related video, image, and text content, and it integrates and saves the structured
content with existing structured content.

3.1. Content Auto Classification

The content auto classification model consists of a classification system that automati-
cally performs category determination, object recognition, and unstructured auto-tagging.
Classification systems classify structured data such as content title, description, and content
ID and unstructured data such as videos, audios, and images. As shown in Figure 2, the
content auto classification classifies the newly registered content into categories by extract-
ing qualities (nouns) from the collected content. It excludes letter symbols in processing the
text of collected content and extracts nouns through the analysis of morphemes. Morpheme
analysis identifies the structure of various linguistic properties such as root, prefix/suffix,
and part of speech (POS). The process of extracting nouns refers to the process of classifying
morphemes from each sentence and creating a list by extracting the nouns. It creates a
list of future categories by using extracted nouns. A core category list of high-frequency
categories is created using the Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF).
The TF-IDF value is a statistical figure used to evaluate the importance of certain words in
certain documents. Equation (1) shows the formula for calculating TF-IDF:

Wij = t fij × id fi =
f reqij

maxi f reqij
× log(

N
ni
), (1)

where wij indicates the value of the i-th word that appears in content, j and tfij is the
value-structured frequency of the i-th word in content j at the maximum frequency shown
in content j and has a real value between 0 and 1, N is the total number of contents, and ni
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is the number of data points represented by the i-th quality. Text vectors are created for
each core category in the classification model learned by the SVM algorithm. If new digital
cultural content data is registered through the learned classification model, categories are
automatically classified.
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Figure 2. Structure of Content Auto Classification.

Object recognition for proper nouns in digital cultural content is divided into text,
image, and video formats, and it recognizes proper nouns in newly registered contents to
classify the contents automatically. Object recognition for proper nouns in text is classified
through the cross-validation of extracted text and saved data by applying a text search
algorithm. Object recognition for proper nouns in images extracts text from the image by
applying an image captioning algorithm. It uses the extracted text and classifies objects
of images of proper nouns by applying the same algorithm as for recognition of proper
nouns in text. Recognition for proper nouns in video extracts key frame images by an
algorithm that extracts certain key frames from the video and classifies them through object
recognition of proper nouns in images and text [16].

3.2. Content Triple Auto Generation

The ontology for the content triple auto generation model was manually built, but
its tasks can be changed to auto, in order to save manpower, time, and costs. This model
identifies the keywords for each sentence to extract its relations and analyzes and identifies
relations for several sentences to extract their relations. To extract the relations, it searches
whether keywords corresponding to each subject and object exist and then interprets their
relations according to the verb. Relations across several sentences in the document are
analyzed using two modules—an individual object recognition module and a knowledge
graph–building module [17]. Figure 3 shows the structure of the contents of the triple auto
generation model.
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The individual object recognition module divides digital cultural contents by sentence
through input, identifies relations between major objects and each object in the input
received by each sentence, and displays the results of analysis and classification in triple
format (object 1, relation, object 2). In the entered sentence, special symbols and Chinese
characters are removed through preprocessing and tagged to each object through POS
tagging. We also used word-embedding qualities for object recognition to solve the lack
of quality of object recognition for the Korean language. The major words in the sentence
are entered into the Bi-LSTM model, which is trained in advance to analyze sentences
bi-directionally—forward from the beginning to the end of the sentence and reverse from
the end to the beginning—to identify the object names in the sentences and classify the
object names found. In this way, relations at the regional level that exist in all sentences of
a document can be extracted. In addition, sentence structures are analyzed with emphasis
on the dependency relations of words and other words according to the components of
dependency analysis. This study used the Latent Semantic Analysis technique, which
analyzes the meaning by using co-occurrence information between words that organize
the sentences as an analysis process for synonyms, antonyms, and semantic similarity.

A knowledge graph–building model for entire relations is trained to extract all
regional-level sentence relations that exist in the document and generate a knowledge
graph through those relations. Then, relation information on each object is extracted
from the knowledge graph and used to classify the semantic distance and final relations.
This allows the extraction of not only fragmentary regional-level relations in the sentence
but also relations represented across multiple sentences. A synchronization phase is re-
quired for both modules to perform this work, but it can be overcome by training two
modules alternately.

3.3. 3D Timeline and Knowledge Network Map

The 3D timeline collects digital cultural contents, maps the collected contents to the
Data Warehouse (DW), generates a chronological table by extracting time data, maps the
generated chronological table to content in the DW, and generates a digital chronological
table by visualizing it. To generate a digital chronological table automatically, it extracts
time data from features of digital cultural contents and then generates a digital chronologi-
cal table based on the extracted time data. For example, a chronological table is generated
by extracting chronological table data through day or week base placement. In addition, a
digital chronological table can be generated in a horizontally or vertically arranged table
according to the criteria of period, era, country, and events. Digital chronological table
and content mapping is performed according to the analysis of the time data and content
network. Content mapping can be performed by automatic mapping. Alternatively, the
generation of a digital chronological table can be set up to allow modification of content
mapping through the participation of experts or users. Finally, the mapped contents are
visualized in the timeline and displayed by the users.

The Y axis (the vertical direction) indicates the era or other time measurement, and
the X axis (the horizontal direction) indicates categories in the 3D Timeline. The Y axis is
arranged so that content corresponding to each category can be mapped in the timeline.
An optional menu that allows users to set categories can be placed in some areas of the
3D timeline. This optional menu is placed on the upper right side of the 3D Timeline and
can include features to add and delete designated categories. A category selected in the
optional menu can be arranged or generated in the direction of the X axis at the bottom
of the 3D timeline. Categories may include figures and content regarding figures, and
the selected category can be placed so that it is the central axis of the 3D Timeline. An
era-moving menu, by which users can move the timeline to a designated era, can be also
placed in some areas of the 3D timeline. The era-moving menu may include designated
eras such as the prehistoric age, period of the Three States, unified Silla period, Koryo
Dynasty, Joseon Dynasty, Japanese colonial era, and modern and contemporary period.
When the user selects one of the above designated eras, the timeline is moved to that era
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and displayed. When the user scrolls up and down using a mouse or touch input, the
selected era is displayed. When the user scrolls up, the 3D digital chronological table
moves forward in the 3D space and the timeline is changed to the past. When the user
scrolls down, the 3D timeline moves backward in the 3D space and the timeline is changed
to the future. A search window at the top of the era-moving menu in the area of the 3D
timeline can be used to search a chronological table with that keyword.

Contents are arranged and mapped in the node format in the timeline. When users se-
lect a node, a pop-up window describes the contents corresponding to the node. In addition,
the pop-up window may include a figure content pop-up to describe the figure content.

The content pop-up may include knowledge relation icons to open knowledge relation
meta-information in addition to content corresponding to the node. When users select the
knowledge relation icon in the content pop-up, the 3D timeline displays the knowledge
network map. In addition, a knowledge network map can be generated by overlapping
the 3D timeline, and the size and position of the knowledge network map can be adjusted
according to the user’s input. The content pop-up also may include multimedia icons to
open multimedia materials in addition to the description of the content corresponding to
the node. Figure 4 shows the knowledge network map.
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3.4. Triple and Keyword Retrieval

The triple search module searches the data in the triple database with search keywords
entered by users as the subject. In addition, the module can search for keywords as well
as objects and predicates. For example, if the search keyword is “Steven Spielberg”, the
triple search module can find “Steven Spielberg is a producer of A.I.”, which is a triple
data point with “Steven Spielberg” as the subject, and “Producer of Ready Player One is
Steven Spielberg”, which is a triple data point with ”Steven Spielberg” as the object. In
addition, the triple search module can validly find “The Last Gun is a movie by Steven
Spielberg”, which is a triple data point with “Steven Spielberg” as the predicate. That is,
the triple search module can search all triple data that include the users’ search keywords
as valid data. It generates a triple data list searched in the form of a node and edge, as
shown in Figure 5. The edge corresponds to the predicate, and the node corresponds to the
subject and object. The node is represented by images that symbolize the subject and object
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in the network graph, and the edge is shown as a line connecting nodes. The predicate, the
relation between the connected nodes, is represented as text.
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Figure 5. Keyword Relation Network Map.

The keyword search module represents the list of nodes and edges generated from the
triple search module or the list of edges generated from the relation search module between
keywords in the keyword relation network map. When search keywords are received from
users through a keyword input window, the triple search module searches the triple data
list on that keyword in the triple database, and the keyword search module represents
them as a keyword relation network map based on the list of nodes and edges generated
from the triple data. Evidently, when multiple search keywords and the order for search-
ing these relations are registered from users, the keyword search module can represent
them as a keyword relation network map based on the list of nodes and edges and their
relation edge lists.

When a keyword relation network map based on search keywords is displayed,
double-clicking displays a network map based on new search keywords. In addition, the
option is provided to remove and filter duplicate predicates among triple data on search
keywords. If the user selects a particular predicate, they can reorganize the keyword rela-
tion network map by filtering the corresponding predicates and related nodes. For example,
figures may include producers or main subjects for description, who are recognized as
lineal relatives, siblings, father and daughter, mother and son, and creator/author. In
addition, the network map can be expanded or reduced using a moving button, and the
size can be adjusted according to the size of the area through automatic size adjustment.

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Methods

This paper proposes and develops an intelligent information system for digital cultural
contents that did not exist before. Accordingly, we verified its utility through evaluation
of system satisfaction and in-depth interviews with experts. We selected college students
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as subjects for the survey, but we did not divide them into region, school, or grade by
randomizing [18] the samples to offset the involvement of external factors in the sample.
Participants in the survey included a total of 58 students, consisting of 31 male students
and 27 female students aged 20–26 years. We also verified the system utility by having an
expert group for the in-depth interview. Table 1 shows information on all participants in
the experiment.

Table 1. Participant Information.

Experiments
Participants (65)

Major
Male (33) Female (32)

Questionnaire Survey (58) 31 27 Computer Science and Engineering

In-Depth Interview (7)
1 2 Exhibition Manager

1 3 Cultural contents Scenario Writer

We invited participation in the experiment from experts who could satisfy three con-
ditions. Of the experts invited, seven out of 18 participated in the experiment. And the
expert’s criteria includes the following three conditions:

(1) More than three years relevant work or career experience,
(2) Doctoral degree in a relevant field, and
(3) More than three times experiences on creating relevant field.

A questionnaire survey was developed based on the existing study, and a total of
10 questions were developed using a Likert five-point scale to evaluate user satisfaction.
The Content Validity Ratio (CVR) test was performed to evaluate the feasibility of each survey
question. The CVR test is one of the most frequently used in academic and vocational
testing. Specialized knowledge of each subject was required to perform the test, which was
developed by Lawshe [19]. The CVR is calculated using Equation (2):

Content Validity Ratio (CVR) =
ne − N

2
N
2

, (2)

where ne is the number of respondents who checked “important” or “very important”, and
N is the total number of respondents.

The CVR test for verifying the feasibility of the questions was conducted online twice
with nine researchers. The final CVR score was >0.77 for all questions, which was greater
than necessary for feasibility (0.75) [20]. The survey items developed are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Questionnaire for System Satisfaction.

Sections Questions CVR Related Works

Attitude toward Digital Technology

1. I am good at digital devices 0.84

Min [21]
Good [22]

Hafkin [23]

2. I am used to the digital environment 0.91
3. I am interested in and in favor of newly released
smart devices. 0.79

4. I can easily deal with new smart devices that I have
not used before. 0.86

5. I think smart devices can help me work. 0.92

System
Satisfaction

1. There was no difficulty in using the system 0.89 Jang [24]
Kim [25]
Nam [26]
Lee [27]

Sung [28]
Choi [29]

2. It was very helpful in understanding cultures 0.77
3. It was convenient to find historical information or
relation between keywords 0.81

4. I want to recommend it to people 0.95
5. I am satisfied overall with system functions 0.99
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Questions used for in-depth interviews were developed to fit the purpose of this
study and the experimental environment using four-step questions (introduction—
conversion—major—finishing questions) proposed by Krueger and Casey [30] and Behav-
ioral Event Interview nine-step questions (describing the purpose of interview—checking
personal details of the subjects—tasks and job—grasping work flow—knowledge and
technology—questions on acquisition methods for work—who to contact to overcome
problems—description of major events—finishing) proposed by Spencer [31]. The ques-
tionnaire developed consisted of a total of four steps: introduction, conversion, major, and
finishing. The introduction step included explaining the interview purpose, obtaining
consent for interview recording, verifying the information of participants, and simple
questions on the interview subjects. The conversion step included items on feelings about
using the proposed system, comparisons with the existing system environment, evaluation
methods, etc. The major step included various items on the core use experience of the
proposed system. The finishing step included items on the advantages and disadvan-
tages, improvement, satisfaction, etc., about the proposed system. Additionally, evaluation
criteria and factors were drawn to not only evaluate utility such as system functions, con-
tents, and satisfaction, but also to consider feasibility evaluation by system experts and
developers, including system design and screen UI/UX.

The conclusions drawn are as follows. First, an intelligent information system for
digital content should be operated in accordance with generally expected methods of
operation. Second, it should effectively deliver meaningful information to users and allow
intelligent searches on digital culture, beyond simply delivering simple keyword-centered
results. Therefore, it should provide relations between each keyword and visualizations
of related information. Third, it should be technically stable. Even a platform that pro-
vides easy-to-use UI/UX and intelligent search results can suffer significant usability
disruption if technical features do not operate properly [32]. Table 3 shows the in-depth
interview questionnaire.

Table 3. Questionnaire for In-Depth Interview.

Steps Title 2

Introduction
1. Explain the purpose of the interview and request consent to recording
2. Verify information on the participants
3. Check interests in cultural contents and career

Conversion

1. Did you have any inconvenience using this system?
2. Do you think this system was developed well?
3. Have you ever used information systems (integrated search or

management) before?
4. What do you think about existing information systems?

Major

1. Did you use all functions provided by this system (3D Timeline,
Knowledge Network Map, Keyword Relation Network Map)?

2. Were you satisfied with all the features?
3. Were all the features convenient to use?
4. Which of the features did you like the most?
5. Did you have any difficulties searching contents and finding results?
6. Was the UI/UX of this system convenient?

Finishing

1. Is this system positive for you? Or negative?
2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of this system?
3. What are possible improvements on this system?
4. Do you want to recommend this system to others?
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4.2. Results

We introduced the development purpose of the system and how to use it for 30 min
to evaluate the usability satisfaction, and we allowed the subjects to use the system freely
for 30 min. Subsequently, we conducted a survey on usability satisfaction. Data from a
total of 55 surveys were analyzed, excluding three with bad responses (selecting the same
scale for all questions, items with no more than one response) out of 58 participants. All
55 participants were considered to be familiar with the digital environment and good at
handling digital devices. For system satisfaction, all questions were answered as “satisfied”
on average except question 1, which asked for the ease of use. This question was answered
as “normal”, which may imply that the system is somewhat complicated because of the
large amount of content and features displayed. Therefore, it is deemed necessary to
improve the UI/UX to make it intuitively easy to use. Table 4 shows the technical statistics
for the analysis results.

Table 4. Results of Questionnaire for System Satisfaction (N = 55).

Sections Q. No. Mean S. D. Cronbach’s α

Attitude toward
Digital Technology

1 3.845 0.992

0.869
2 4.214 0.756
3 4.285 0.706
4 4.010 0.720
5 4.118 0.812

System Satisfaction

1 3.673 1.059

0.837
2 3.981 0.913
3 4.262 0.716
4 4.058 0.810
5 4.134 0.776

We conducted in-depth interviews with experts to evaluate the utility of the intelligent
information system proposed in this study. Through this, we verified the usability and
utility of the system. We received positive responses from the interview results, and we
determined that the utility of this system is sufficient based on the in-depth interviews.
In particular, it was highly evaluated that searches can be performed within digital-only
cultural contents, search results can be checked visually through a knowledge network
map, and relations between contents can be searched and visualized. Table 5 shows a
summary of some of the interviews.

Table 5. Summary of some interviews.

Interviewee Summary of Some Interviews

Interviewee 1

When producing play based on tales, books was used to search materials and
subjects. But we could search it in the Internet using the keywords, shortening the
time for searching. It was easy to find them because it was classified by regions and
types of tale. When searching about certain tale, I normally think about how to

connect interested ideas to the tales.

Interviewee 2

Materials with the knowledge network map I can see at a glance are very good. I
usually draw about the materials I found after all. Other creators will do the same.
Even though visualized materials aren’t needed for the creation, but I feel like the

materials I found are well arranged.
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Table 5. Cont.

Interviewee Summary of Some Interviews

Interviewee 3

I searched the materials to get some subjects for script work and performances and
videos. I prepared a lot of scenarios and performances on culture. Researching is
the first step for this work. I collect as much data as I can to get various materials

and subjects. As I search to match the facts and connect them logically, I
sometimes want to have certain ideas. But, I can find various materials in the

knowledge network map and I feel that it increases the work efficiency when I work
using it. I also think that 3D Timeline is an extremely important factor in the

process of matching that logic.

Interviewee 4

I think the knowledge network map is a great service to deduce the relations
between data at a glance. And cultural contents are provided much better than I
expected. For historical dramas, if it is continuously provided, I think they will
have high economic value. This service will be very helpful for scenario work

in the future.

Interviewee 5

I usually search to get the data on historical facts and verify them when I work for
the scenario. I also use it to see whether I can use certain materials in terms of
reliability, verification of data, comments, copyright, etc. or if I can use it as

reference. We need a search to determine these matters. I think certain amount of
agreement should exist in history. And I think that is the time. In this sense, 3D

timeline was the best because I could search the information after pointing
to exact coordinates.

Interviewee 6
Because of my work, I really like the mind map and use it often. So I really like the
knowledge network map in terms of mind maps. I think the knowledge network

map service, which I can’t find in any other site, will be fully utilized.

Interviewee 7

Since I’m planning an exhibition based on traditional art, I can use it well to find
the sources. I don’t need to find exhibits here and there directly. I can just find

them at once in this site. So, it is much easier to choose exhibition sources and I
think it would be used for my exhibition planning.

In addition, it was found that users can effectively search things conveniently via the
platform use as they can move the pages easily at will and have significant control over
the operation of functions such as searching, modifying, saving, and filtering. It was also
indicated that visual, functional, and cognitive factors, including screen layout, generality
of icons, styles, and text visibility, were properly designed. In terms of technology, the
users indicated that it was good to see the search results with a knowledge network map
while differentiating it from the existing method. It was also indicated that it was good to
see a more accurate and wider range of connecting links because this represented a figure-
relation network that the creators usually performed manually based on collected materials
in the process of creation as a knowledge network map and keyword relation network map.
They said that it could also be used as a platform for education with sufficient value. In
terms of platform stability, they evaluated the stability of the response time between page
movement, response time for search results, buttons functions, compatibility of various
web browsers, and function/system errors to be extremely high. However, the opinion was
that descriptions of system errors or functions should be added because these did not exist.

5. Conclusions

As artificial intelligence progresses, it improves the quality of education by providing
a greater variety. In particular, a significant amount of domestic content is available on
cultural history and traditions, but it is difficult for students to learn about them. Therefore,
a support service that enables users to effectively search or create useful materials is
required. This study developed an intelligent information system that can help in the
effective search of digital convergence materials related to culture, history, and traditions
and is helpful for creation, and its usability and feasibility were verified.
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The proposed intelligent information system collects digital cultural content data,
automatically classifies collected content, generates content triple data, and represents the
search results as a 3D timeline, knowledge network map, and keyword relation network
map through content search, triple search, and keyword search. The features of this system
are as follows: First, it collects structured and unstructured data from digital culture sites
and uploads the collected content in the DW (Data Warehouse) so that it can be mapped.
Second, it extracts time data from the characteristics of digital cultural contents and gen-
erates a basic chronological table based on the extracted time data. Third, it performs a
digital chronological table and content mapping according to the analysis of time data
and the content network. Fourth, it visualizes a basic digital chronological table, maps the
contents, and displays them in a 3D timeline. This system is expected to provide systematic
classification and search functions as well as an intelligent digital culture information
service for those who use digital cultural content. This has significantly reduced the search
time and the time required to analyze complex relations between content.

Surveys and in-depth interviews were conducted to verify the satisfaction with use
and system utility of this system. For this experiment, 10 questions for the usage satisfac-
tion survey and 17 questions for the in-depth interviews regarding system utility were
developed. A total of 65 people, including 58 students for the survey and 7 experts for the
in-depth interviews, participated in the experiment to evaluate the satisfaction with the
use and utility of the system. The results showed that the response with use was generally
“satisfied.” However, question 1, which enquired about difficulties with use, had somewhat
low scores. This may imply that the system is complicated owing to the large amount of
content and features displayed. Therefore, it is deemed necessary to improve the UI/UX to
make it intuitively easy to use.

In terms of system utility, the interview results showed a positive evaluation. There-
fore, the utility of this system was judged to be sufficient based on the in-depth interviews.
In particular, it was highly evaluated that search results can be visually checked through
knowledge network map and relations between contents can be search and visualized. In
addition, interviewees responded that the system provided more accurate and a wider
range of connecting links by representing the figure-relation network as a knowledge
network map and keyword relation network map, and they said it can be used as a plat-
form for education with sufficient value. Finally, the interviewees rated the system to
be high on system stability, page movement response time, search results response time,
matching of buttons or menu functions, compatibility with various web browsers, and
function/system errors.

However, as this verification was conducted by seven experts and 58 general users
and the results of the study are focused on system development, it is necessary to conduct
follow-up research to analyze system effectiveness and reliability from a number of users
(people from cultural studies and the general public), including a comparison of model
algorithm performance and methods to provide service and technical support. In addition,
this study was conducted using only digital culture data. Therefore, it is necessary to
conduct follow-up research on scalability to apply various digital content other than digital
cultural contents in the future.
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